Taking Compact Digital Studios to the Next Level.

Hassle-free Recording!

1. Grab a guitar. 2. Select an effect. 3. Arm the track. 4. Start recording.

Ultra-Affordable, Very Portable.

If you’re looking for a portable, yet powerful digital recorder, look no further than the BOSS BR-532. This Ultra-affordable studio packs four simultaneous tracks and includes a separate Rhythm Guide drum track plus onboard effects. Its compact size and portability make it perfect for excursions on the go.

BOSS MAKES IT EASY.

It’s that easy! BOSS BR-532. This 32-track digital studio plays back four simultaneous tracks and includes a separate Rhythm Guide drum track plus onboard effects. Its compact size and portability make it perfect for musicians on the go.

Pro-Quality Features

A built-in microphone and battery power make it possible to record anywhere. The BR-532 uses SmartMedia cards for convenient recording and storage. Though smaller in size, the BR-532 doesn’t skimp on features. Powerful Ultra-Affordable, Very Portable.

This unprecedented portable sound studio is a perfect tool for anyone looking to expand their recording horizons.
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Digital Recording and CD Burning for Musicians.

BR-1180 can be upgraded to BR-1180CD by installing the optional INSIDE kit. BR-1180CD includes all the features of BR-1180 plus two Loop processors, Multi-Band Compression, and CD-R/RW drive.

Simple and Powerful
The BR-1180 can store up to 160 songs on MDD cards and up to 50 songs on standard CD-R/RW media. It offers 10 primary tracks and 8 auxiliary tracks (auxiliary track can be used for sub-mixing). There are 160 minutes of recording time available on MDD cards and 120 minutes of recording time available on standard CD-R/RW.

Onboard Mastering Tools
With BR-1180CD, you can now make professional-sounding mixes using the new Mastering Tools. These tools include a multi-band compressor, a stereo image processor, and a multi-band equalizer.

CD Burning for Musicians
Want to share your music? Simply insert the CD you want to burn into the Rhythm Track for playback. You can then use the BR-1180's powerful mastering tool kit to punchy multi-band mix down to the stereo master.

The BR-1180's 10 primary tracks and 8 auxiliary tracks (auxiliary track can be used for sub-mixing) can be played back simultaneously. There are 160 minutes of recording time available on MDD cards and 120 minutes of recording time available on standard CD-R/RW.

Import and Export MP3/AIFF Files
Import MP3/AIFF files and use them on the BR-1180. You can also export your work in MP3/AIFF format.

Separate Rhythm Track
The BR-1180's two Loop processors provide a separate rhythm track. You can use this track for drumming, bass, or guitar riffing.

Easy CD Burning
The BR-1180 can burn CDs directly from the BR-1180's CD-R/RW drive. You can also export your work in MP3/AIFF format and burn it to CD-R/RW.

Genuine BOSS Effects
The BR-1180's built-in effects processors include 100% genuine BOSS effects. These effects include chorus, delay, reverb, and more.

More for Your Money...
BR-1180 CDI-BR-1 includes the CD-R/RW drive, but is otherwise identical to the BR-1180.

BR-1180 CDI-BR-1 CD Burning Package
Includes BR-1180 CDI-BR-1 and CDI-BR-1 CD-R/RW drive.

BR-1180 CDI-BR-1R Package
Includes BR-1180 CDI-BR-1 and a Roland R-8 recording station.

BR-1180 CDI-BR-1R Digital Mixing Station
Includes BR-1180 CDI-BR-1, R-8 recording station, and CD-R/RW drive.

Simple and Powerful
The BR-1180's built-in effects processors include 100% genuine BOSS effects.